We propose and implement a method to obtain all duplicated sequences (repeats) from a chromosome or whole genome. Unlike existing approaches our method makes it possible to simultaneously identify and classify repeats into super, local, and non-nested local maximal repeats. Computation veri¯cation demonstrates that maximal repeats for a genome of several gigabases can be identi¯ed in a reasonable time, enabling us to identi¯ed these maximal repeats for any sequenced genome. The algorithm used for the identi¯cation relies on enhanced su±x array data structure to achieve practical space and time e±ciency, to identify and classify the maximal repeats, and to perform further post-processing on the identi¯ed duplicated sequences. The simplicity and e®ectiveness of the implementation makes the method readily extendible to more sophisticated computations. Maxmers can be exhaustively accounted for in few minutes for genome sequences of dozen megabases in length and in less than a day or two for genome sequences of few gigabases in length. One application of duplicated sequence identi¯cation is to the study of duplicated sequence length distributions, which our found to exhibit for large lengths a persistent power-law behavior. Variation of estimated exponents of this power law are studied among di®erent species and successive assembly release versions of the same species. This makes the characterization of the power-law regime of sequenced genomes via maximal repeats identi¯cation and classi¯cation, an important task for the derivation of models that would help us to elucidate sequence duplication and genome evolution.
Introduction
The repetitive structure of genomic DNA plays a key role in genome biology: Sequence duplication is a primary contributor to genome evolution and a potential source of new genes [1] [2] [3] ; duplication is often accompanied by genomic rearrangement 4 ;
human disease can be associated with duplications. 5 For these reasons intensive experimental and computational e®ort has been invested over the years in identifying and characterizing genomic repeats. Classi¯cations of repetitive sequence structure include tandem repeat, simple or complex repeat, interspersed repeat, transposable element, and segmental duplication. Segmental duplication has been de¯ned in a number of ways; for example, two or more segments of DNA 6 longer than 1,000 base-pairs with at least 90% identity. 7 Duplicate frequency distributions within DNA sequences have been applied to elucidate speci¯c repetitive features of the genome. [8] [9] [10] [11] The latter studies focused on the frequency distribution of k-mers (exact duplicates of length k) and revealed features of the Zipf plots 12 shared by genomic non-coding regions and natural language texts 8 ; demonstrated that frequency distributions of genomic k-mer sequences exhibit a Pareto-lognormal-like distribution 9 ; examined species-dependent di®erences in modalities of k-mer frequency distributions 10 ; and classi¯ed 40-mers within and across chromosomes based on the character of their frequency distributions. 11 Here we adopt a model-independent approach to identifying repeats: We study exact duplicates of all lengths, irrespective of any classi¯cation; our characterization can be productively applied also to natural language texts or computer code.
Computational analysis of sequence duplication is further motivated by recent observation of a power-law regime in the length distribution of sequences conserved among multiple divergent genomes 13, 14 À À À sequences of which at least one copy can be found in each of two or more genomes. Those inter-genomic computations were performed by hash-table based search 15 and whole-genome alignment 13, 15 using the BLAST 16, 17 alignment tool BLASTZ 18 (supplanted by LASTZ 19 ). Whole-genome alignment has recently demonstrated an intra-genome power-law regime in the length distribution of exactly duplicated sequence within a single genome 20 ; however, practical whole-genome alignment methods are heuristic and time-consuming; hashtable based intersection unwieldy and can make it di±cult to recover sequence features such as local maximality (see below) and copy number.
Although a number of di®erent methods have been deployed for de novo identication of repeats in genome sequence, [21] [22] [23] [24] they are subject to limitations on the types of duplication they can identify, input sequence length, information output, speed, and e±ciency of memory usage. 25, 26 Software such as MUMmer, 27 REPuter, 28 and Vmatch 29 has been developed to e±ciently identify repeats in large genome sequences. MUMmer relies on su±x tree 30 data structure, whereas REPuter and Vmatch rely on su±x array 31,32 data structure. REPuter identi¯es all exact duplicates, but its limits on input sequence length constrain its application; furthermore, its output format places heavy demands on memory À À À in order of n 2 for a n-size input sequence À À À and requires post-processing of the output. REPuter has been superseded by Vmatch, which can identify both exact duplicates and near-exact duplicates, but relies on disk storage rather than memory to minimize intermediate computations, yielding prohibitive access times. MUMmer's su±x trees make relatively ine±cient use of memory compared to su±x arrays 33 that employ a contiguous table to achieve compact and e±cient memory usage, allowing parallelization or vectorization of the computation. Su±x trees employ pointer-based data structure that creates sparsity in memory and requires more memory to store the same amount of information. A su±x tree also requires more memory than a su±x array merely to store its minimal structure. 33 We propose and implement here a method to obtain all duplicated sequences in a chromosome or whole-genome. All exactly duplicated sequences are identi¯ed and classi¯ed. Duplicated sequences are naturally divided into two disjoint classes, super maximal repeats and local maximal repeats, where a maximal repeat (or maxmer) is de¯ned as a set of identical contiguous chromosomal sub-sequences that is not a subset of any other maxmer. We also introduce a sub-class of local maxmer called non-nested local maxmer that allows us to represent the repetitive sub-sequences of a given sequence with a minimum number of maxmers. Enhanced su±x arrays (ESA) are employed to e±ciently compute maximal repeats. Unlike MUMmer or Vmatch our method both classi¯es maximal repeats and computes local maximal repeats. Computation veri¯cation demonstrates that maximal repeat identi¯cation and classi¯cation for a genome of several gigabases can be accomplished in a reasonable time for any sequenced genome.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces super, local, and nonnested local, and presents an algorithm for their identi¯cation and classi¯cation. Section 3 demonstrates our algorithms by computing maxmer length distributions of chromosome and whole-genome sequences (WGS) from several species.
Identi¯cation of Super, Local, and Non-nested Local Maxmers
This section describes maximal repeats (maxmers) and their classi¯cation into super, local, and non-nested local maxmers. A sequence S is a length-n string that takes its values over an alphabet AE (ex, AE ¼ fA; T; G; Cg). See detailed de¯nition in Appendix A.
Super, local, and non-nested local maxmers
The distinction among maxmers is motivated by the need to account in a modelindependent way for copies of subsequences (see Appendix A for de¯nitions and properties of maxmers). Super, local, and non-nested local maxmers enable decomposition of the set of maxmers into subsets. We de¯ne maxmer subsets as follows:
. An occurrence is a length-' sub-sequence in S . . A repeat is a set of identical occurrences, each with a di®erent location in S . . A maximal repeat (maxmer) is a repeat that includes a pair of occurrences, no extensions of which themselves yield a repeat. . A super maximal repeat (super maxmer) is a maxmer that never occurs as a subsequence of another maxmer. . A local maximal repeat (local maxmer) is a maxmer that is not a super maxmer.
A nested occurrence is an occurrence of a local maxmer that is contained in a longer maxmer. We may then de¯ne the following subset of maxmers:
. A non-nested local maxmer is a local maxmer with at least one occurrence that is not nested.
For example, in the sequence NLAREPLNOREPTFCGIREPTLSIG the sub-sequence REPT is a super maxmer, whereas the sub-sequence REP is a local maxmer. In addition, because the¯rst occurrence of the sub-sequence REP is not nested into any longer maxmer, REP is also a non-nested local maxmer. Note that local and super split the set of maxmers in S into two sets, whereas the non-nested local maxmer set is a subset of local maxmer. As shown in Appendix A.4 there exist subsets of any local maxmer each of whose elements can be extended to elements of a longer super maxmer. Therefore, either a local maxmer is non-nested or all its occurrences are nested into longer super maxmers. It follows that the set of super maxmers together with the set of non-nested local maxmers (over all possible maxmer lengths) constitute a compact representation of the maxmers.
What we call here a \non-nested local maxmer" has previously been described in the literature as a \near-supermaximal repeats" in, Ref. 34 and \largest maximal repeats" in Ref. 35 with di®erent but equivalent de¯nitions; however, Ref. 34 does not provide an explicit algorithm to compute non-nested local maxmers and the method presented in Ref. 35 does not address the relationship of non-nested local maxmers to local and super maxmers and their classi¯cation. The algorithm proposed in Ref. 35 relies on a su±x tree data structure instead of a su±x array. Here, maxmers are identi¯ed and classi¯ed using an enhanced su±x array data structure (see Appendix A.5 for a more formal description). We propose an algorithm (see Fig. A.2 of Appendix A.6) that for any given sequence S allows us to identify all maxmers; obtain for each maxmer its length and number of occurrences; and classify each maxmer as local, non-nested local, or super.
Application to DNA Sequence Analysis
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a directed unbranched polymer composed of chemical building blocks, the four nucleotides (or bases) A, G, C, and T, covalently linked into a string. Two oppositely-directed polymers pair \complementary" bases A with T and G with C to yield a double-stranded DNA molecule in which each strand is the reverse-complement of the other. We de¯ne a chromosome as a length-n sequence S over the set of symbols AE ¼ fA; T; G; C; Ng, where N represents a location that has not yet been assigned a base. Most chromosomes occur naturally in this symmetric double-stranded form. To account for this symmetry, we append to the singlestranded sequence its reverse complement, with a separator symbol inserted between the two. A whole-genome is composed of a set of chromosomes and is represented by the concatenation of chromosomes with separator symbols inserted between them.
The primary goal of our algorithm is the identi¯cation and classi¯cation of maxmers. Although in this paper, we study the length distribution of maxmers as a direct application of the algorithm, its range of application is considerably broader. For example, the content of each maxmer can also be used in applications such as annotation. In the following, we focus on computation of the length distribution of maxmers as a quantitative tool for characterizing repetitive genomic sub-sequences. 8, 36, 37 
Computation of maxmer length distributions for genome sequences
Obtaining the length distribution requires computing the number of maxmers while accounting for maxmer subset type.
The length distribution computation takes as input the double-strand genome sequence. A genome sequence is usually available as a formatted text¯le that contains only one strand of n bases, so that the length of the input string for our computation becomes N ¼ jS j ¼ 2n þ 1. Because of the symmetry of the doublestranded DNA molecule, we expect that
. if a repeat R is identi¯ed within the forward strand, then a corresponding repeat R will be identi¯ed within the reverse complemented strand, where the sequence of R is the reverse complement of R. . inverted maxmers will be identi¯ed as maxmers containing at least one occurrence on each strand.
The length distribution refers to the number F ð'Þ of maxmers (super and/or nonnested local) of each length ', with ' ! ' min , where ' min is the minimum sequence length of the maxmers that would be identi¯ed. The total number of maxmers M eff is then given by
The number of maxmers discarded because all their occurrences are nested into longer maxmers, M nest is also counted for comparison with M eff .
Length distributions of natural genome sequences
To demonstrate our algorithm, we computed the length distributions of 682 genome sequences (chromosome and whole-genome) from 45 eukaryotic species. Representative length distributions chosen from among 14 species are plotted in Figs. 1-5 (plots of length distributions of all analyzed genome sequences can be found in the supporting information). Rice chromosome sequences were obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) public databases; all the other sequences were obtained from the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser. Each¯gure exhibits the length distribution on log-log axes in the main frame, and semilog axes in the inset.
For frog whole genome, Fig. 1 shows the length distributions of super maxmers and non-nested local maxmers.
The power-law like behavior exhibited by the plots in Fig. 1 was¯rst obtained for a small number of chromosomes by self-alignment. 20 Sequence alignment is a heuristic process whose outcome depends on the method applied and parameters chosen. Only once the power-law behavior was reproduced as described here, wherein the distribution computed is de¯ned independently of any algorithm, could it be con¯dently asserted that the power-law behavior was not an artifact of the alignment method. Power-law behavior is often clearly elucidated by the maxmer length distribution; for example, as shown in Fig. 2 , length distributions of horse chromosome 3 and synthetic sequence exhibit vastly di®erent behavior for large ', indicating that the probability of duplicating long maxmers by chance within an independent site model (our null model) is remote. Deviation from a randomly-generated synthetic sequences observable for nearly all chromosomes we studied (see the supporting information for a comprehensive set of plots). Our maxmer identi¯cation scheme enables a systematic, quantitative measurement of this persistent feature. For example, although the amplitudes of the curves often undergo multifold enhancement when bases are counted modulo the most frequent base substitution event, 38 C$T/ G$A, it turns out that the power-law behavior remains unchanged; this observation yields an important constraint on evolutionary dynamics. 20, 39 Additionally, as much as half of each natural genome occurs as so-called \repetitive sequence a ;" length distributions of chromosomes from which these repetitive sequences have been excised (RM for repeat-masking) nevertheless exhibit a power-law. (see the plots for RM, 2b, and RM-2b in the supporting information.) Table 1 summarizes maxmer counting statistics for the plotted length distribution. For each genome sequence only bases unambiguously assigned a nucleotide AE ¼ fA; G; C; Tg were tabulated. Maxmers containing a sequence with a symbol not included in AE (for example N) were discarded. Table 1 shows that about half of the maxmers (35% to 51%, last column) are not counted in M eff above.
Length distributions from distinct species and even chromosomes within a single species can exhibit a variety of di®erent shapes (Figs. 3-5 ). To better appreciate the variation of the slope, maximum-likelihood estimation MLE of the exponent parameter of a power-law model P PL ð'Þ ¼ ð À 1Þð'=' min Þ À =' min is applied to the power-law regime (large length-' regime, see Fig. 2 ) of the maxmer distribution, for several publicly available genome sequences. 40 Figure 6 shows that estimated exponents di®er among species, with À MLE varying between À4:4 and À1:9. For Fig. 5 . Length distribution of super maxmers for human, orangutan, marmoset, macaque, chimpanzee, and gorilla chromosome X sequences. Each distribution curve is plotted with a translation along the x-axis, indicated by ' ! k', excepted for the human curve which is taken as the translation reference (k ¼ 1) ' min ¼ 5.
a sequences that include Alu, SINE, LINE, transposon, tandem repeat, and so on. di®erent versions of the genome assembly of a given species, estimated exponents show similar or converging values (see zebra¯sh and mouse in Fig. 6 ).
The genome sequence of a given species is often available in successive releases of the assembly. Genome assembly is the stage of a sequencing project where DNA fragments of overlapping sequence are patched together into a reconstruction of the presumed natural chromosomal sequence. Assemblies may be revised subsequent to error correction, when new sequence reads become available, or when new assembly methods are developed. [41] [42] [43] The genome sequence quality and accuracy is generally expected to improve with every new assembly release, although there have been exceptions. We have found that successive assembly versions involving minor (say, few bases or chunks of sequences representing less than 1% of the genome size) changes in the genome sequence do not exhibit noticeable di®erences in the length distributions; however, as shown in Fig. 8 for the horse chromosome X and in Fig. 9 for the purple sea urchin whole genome, important changes in the genome assembly (e.g. addition or deletion of a large overall fraction of bases) can have signi¯cant impact on the distribution. Table 2 gives the genome assembly information for those two species.
The length distributions of the Equus caballus chromosome X in Fig. 8 show a clear variation of length distribution with the genome assembly. While length distributions recapitulate similar slopes from one assembly version to another, the power-law regime exhibits a signi¯cant increase in the number of maxmers, where the distribution of equCab2 appears to be a translation of equCab1 on the F ð'Þ axis. The increase in number of maxmers is fully accounted by for the increase in genome size from version equCab1 to equCab2, as shown in Table 2 . The version equCab1 was The specie names appear in the same order that they appear in the phylogenetic cladogram (Fig. 7 ). the¯rst public release of the horse genome by Broad Institute; it was closely followed by the assembly version equCab2 (http://www.avma.org/onlnews/javma/apr07/ 070401n.asp). Figure 9 illustrates the length distributions of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus whole-genome sequence. The length distributions superpose for maxmer length up to around ' ¼ 400 bases, but deviate in the tail. The sharp dropo® in the tail of the length distribution of strPur1 starting in the neighborhood of ' ¼ 1; 000 may originate in the large number of undetermined bases (symbol N; see Table 2 ) that cut In version strPur2, several \contigs of contaminating (non-S. purpuratus) sequence and overlapping (second haplotype contigs)" were removed. In version strPur2.1, although most of the contamination is believed to have been purged, errors such as \misassemblies of repeat sequences," \collapses of repeat regions," and \arti¯cial duplications in polymorphic regions," may remain. So, contamination may explain the cut-o® in the tail of the length distribution, the large genome size, and the low nucleotide coverage (% ncov ) in strPur1.
Exhaustive Computation of Exact Duplications
Figures 6, 8, and 9 suggest that maxmer length distributions re°ect assembly quality. Furthermore, investigation of correlation between assembly quality (nucleotide coverage % ncov ) and maxmer length distribution parameters for ' > 30, in Fig. 10 , shows that large maxmer length (' max ), high maxmer coverage (% mcov ), large number of maxmers in the power-law regime (M eff ), and clusterization of estimated MLE , agree with a high assembly quality.
Computational complexity
The computational cost of our proposed algorithm was investigated for practical use, within a large range of available assembled genome species. The total number of maxmers M eff is plotted against the length of the genome sequence n in Fig. 11 . This gure allows us to assess the memory consumption of our algorithm. If w s is the size of an integer in bytes, and n the length of the genome sequence in bases, the enhanced su±x array data structure is of size 2w s Qn þ 1 bytes, where Q is a constant integer representing the number of tables needed for storing the structure in memory. Each identi¯ed maxmer features can be successively stored in table or discarded once counted; however, in the former case the size of this table is practically bounded by w s M eff % w s n, where is a¯xed scalar value. Finally, we estimate the size of the structure required for retrieval of local minimum '-intervals; this size is bounded by 3w s ð2n þ 1Þ (see Ref. 44) . The size of each table is proportional to n so that the overall space consumption of the proposed algorithm is linear (i.e. OðnÞ).
The computation times for construction of the su±x array is of order Oðn logðnÞÞ and the computations of the longest common pre¯x and the retrieval of all '-intervals are each of order OðnÞ. 33 In our proposed algorithm (Fig. A.2 of Appendix A.6) additional computation time is required for the identi¯cation and classi¯cation of each maxmer and is proportional to the number of occurrences of this maxmer. In the worst case the number of occurrences of a given maxmer may be approximated by the integer value k at the maximum of a Poisson distribution, p ðkÞ ¼ k e À =ðk!Þ, where the interval is taken to be the sequence size n 45, 46 ; however, since this quantity can only be determined empirically, the overall computation time order is estimated based on real computations. The full run time of the length distribution computation is plotted against the genome sequence size in Fig. 12 . The computations were performed using a SGI r Altix r 4,700 server with 1.66 GHz Itanium2 CPU b and one terabyte of memory. According to Fig. 12 , the e®ective overall computation time is of order Oðn 1:2 Þ, which is not linear time, but much faster than quadratic time. Length distributions are computed in few minutes for genome sequences of lengths around n ¼ 24 megabases (using around 1:5 gigabytes of memory) and in less than a day or two for the largest genome sequences, around n ¼ 2:8 gigabases (using around 250 gigabytes of memory).
Conclusion
We proposed and implemented the identi¯cation of super, local, and non-nested local maxmers within a genome sequence, and compute the duplicated sequence length distribution of those maxmers. The algorithm proposed for the identi¯cation and classi¯cation of the maxmers achieves practical space and time e±ciency by using enhanced su±x data structure. The simplicity of the implementation makes the method extendible to more sophisticated computations. Computation veri¯cation shows that the length distribution for a genome of several gigabase pairs can be computed in a reasonable time, enabling us to compute these distributions for all sequenced genomes. Empirical observation of computed distribution of duplicated sequence lengths in natural genomes, shows that the distribution is scale-free and follows a consistent power-law behavior for large range of lengths, and across a b This architecture has known memory access speed limitation. We could reproduce some of these computations on a one terabyte Dell r PowerEdge R910 with 1:87 GHz Xeon CPU, and observed a twofold increase in speed. variety of species. Comparison of maxmer length distributions among assembly release versions suggests a potential application in the objective measure of genome assembly quality and progression. It is hoped that the general notion of maxmer proposed here can contribute quantitatively to our understanding of sequence duplication and genome evolution in general using sequence data alone, and without pre-imposed conceptions about what is or is not biologically relevant.
Exhaustive Computation of Exact Duplications

Appendix A
We de¯ne local, super and non-nested local maxmers in a more formal way. Then, we describe an algorithm for maxmer identi¯cation and classi¯cation that can directly be derived from those de¯nitions. The content of this appendix was partly presented in Ref. 47 .
A.1. Basic de¯nition
Let the sequence S be a string of symbols, and let n ¼ jS j be the length of the string. S ½k, 8 k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, denotes the symbol at position k in the string, with S ½k 2 AE, where AE is the alphabet (e.g. AE ¼ fA; T; G; C; Ng). Let @ 6 2 AE ($ 6 2 AE) be a separator (terminator) lexicographically greater than any symbol in AE. A string S $ will be referred to as a terminated string.
A chromosome sequence is represented by the string S ¼ S @S $ on the symbol set AE ¼ fA; T; G; C; Ng, constructed from the initial sequence S , where S is the reverse complement of S .
A sub-sequence of S of length ' is de¯ned as a substring S ½iS ½i þ 1 Á Á Á S ½i þ ' À 1, where ' ! 1, and 1 i < i þ ' À 1 n.
A.2. Occurrence and repeat
, is de¯ned as a length-' subsequence of S where ' jS j; We call i k an occurrence index. Given S , a repeat is de¯ned as set of identical symbol sub-sequences R ¼ fC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C p g containing p ! 2 occurrences of length '. A repeat is uniquely speci¯ed by length ', number of occurrences p, and a list of occurrence indices, i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i p .
A.3. Context and extendibility
The left-context (right-context) of an occurrence of length ' indexed by i k is de¯ned as S ½i k À 1ðS ½i k þ 'Þ. An occurrence of a given repeat R is said to be leftextendible (right-extendible) if there exists in R another element having identical left-context (right-context). An occurrence is said to be extendible if it is either left-extendible or right-extendible; and to be inextendible if neither left-extendible nor right-extendible.
A.4. Maximal repeats (maxmers)
We de¯ne super and local, non-nested local, and maximal repeats, and show that the set of non-nested local maximal repeats added to the set of super maximal repeats constitutes a compact set of the maxmers in S .
A repeat R is maximal if there exists among the p occurrences of the repeat at least two occurrences whose left-and right-contexts both di®er from each other. That is, R is maximal if 9 k; j 2 1; 2; . . . ; p, with k 6 ¼ j such that S ½i k À 1 6 ¼ S ½i j À 1 and S ½i k þ ' 6 ¼ S ½i j þ '. A maximal repeat is referred to as a maxmer.
A repeat R is super maximal (a super maxmer) if the repeat contains no extendible occurrence. That is, R is maximal if 8 k 6 ¼ j 2 1; 2; . . . ; p; S ½i k À 1 6 ¼ S ½i j À 1 and S ½i k þ ' 6 ¼ S ½i j þ '. A maximal repeat that is not super maximal is said to be local maximal (a local maxmer).
The de¯nitions of super and local maxmers split the set of maxmers into two disjoint sets. Moreover, a repeat R has the following properties . R is super maximal ) p jAEj.
Proof. Because there are only jAEj symbols that can be assigned to either the leftor right-context of any C i of the maxmer, it follows that if there are more than jAEj occurrences, at least two of them are extendible, proving the property.
Proof. A set containing exactly 2 occurrences, both of which are extendible, is not a maxmer.
. R is local maximal ) p ! 3.
Proof. Corollary of previous property.
. R is local maximal of length ' ) 9 m proper subsets R i ( R, containing q i occurrences each of which is extendible respectively to elements of m super maxmers R Proof. Let C i be an occurrence of a given maxmer R of length ', where C i 2 fC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C p g. The property is proved recursively. According to the de¯nition of a local maxmer, q occurrences of the p occurrences of a local maxmer (q p) can be split into m disjoint subsets sharing identical left-or right-context. Iterating on k; k ! 1; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m ðkÞ with q occurrences are extended to occurrences of a longer maxmer. The index k indicates that the occurrences of an extendible maxmer can be recursively divided into m ðkÞ subsets of occurrences. Applying (A.1) successively to a given local maxmer R, the subsets of occurrences formed by successive division ultimately extend to super maxmers, according to the previous properties.
From the last property, it follows that any local maxmer has a subsets of its occurrences that can be extended to element of a (longer) super maxmer. Therefore, if we de¯ned a nested occurrence as an occurrence of a local maxmer that is extendible, we can de¯ne a non-nested local maxmer as a local maxmer having at least one occurrence that is not nested.
Noticing that because some local maxmers may have all of their occurrences nested, the set of maxmers of a given chromosome sequence can be compactly represented by the union of the set of non-nested local maxmers with the set of super maxmers.
Figure A.1 illustrates local and super maximal structure within a given DNA sequence. In Fig. A.1(a) , the maxmer structure for lengths ' ! 4 consists of three super maxmers fC 
A.5. Enhanced su±x array
An enhanced su±x array data structure consists of array tables amongst which the su±x array table SA is computed¯rst.
The su±x array table of an n-length string S is an array of integers ranging from 1 to n that specify the lexicographic order of the n su±xes of the string. This su±x array provides a lexicographical index of all possible sub-strings within S as a table of size identical to string length. Fast practical su±x index sort methods can perform the index sort in linear time and linear space. [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] The second table LCP contains the longest common pre¯xes shared by the ðSA½i À 1Þth and ðSA½iÞth su±xes of the string, where i ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; n and LCP½1 ¼ 0. Given the su±x array SA, the LCP table can be e±ciently computed in linear time and space, 44 or simultaneously with the computation of the su±x array from the terminated string. 32 Table A .1 shows an example of the enhanced su±x array of the DNA sub-sequence ACTCTCTGCTCT.
The ESA allows the retrievial and classi¯cation of all maxmers, by using the '-intervals embedded into ESA structure. An interval of indices ½i; i þ 1; . . . ; j; i < j n is an '-interval½i; j if (1) LCP½i < ', (2) LCP½k ! ' for i þ 1 k j, (3) LCP½k ¼ ' for at least one k with i þ 1 k j, (4) LCP½j þ 1 < '.
Thus a '-interval ½i; j corresponds to a set of su±xes containing j À i þ 1 instances of a given sub-sequence with length '. Alternatively, a '-interval can be thought of as a repeat set with occurrences of length '. Given a su±x array SA and the LCP table, all '-intervals can be obtained in linear time. 44 Maxmers can be identi¯ed and classi¯ed using the '-interval structure and table. 33 Table A .2 gives an example of the '-intervals, ' ! 2 for the enhanced su±x array in Table A.1. 
A.6. Maxmer identi¯cation and classi¯cation algorithm
Given the enhanced su±x array tables SA, LCP, and given the '-interval ½i; j, the left and right context of the length-' repeat occurrence C k ; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; j À i þ 1, are obtained by S ½SA½i À 1 (or 1 if SA½i ¼ 1) and S ½SA½i þ ' respectively, where, ' ¼ LCP½j.
In Fig. A.2 , we give an algorithm, PROCESS INTERVAL, for assessing whether a given '-interval is a local maxmer, a super maxmer, or not a maxmer. Then, in the case of a local maxmer, each occurrence is processed to determine if it is nested or not. The b-size (b ¼ jAEj) tables LCTT and RCTT, take their indices from the alphabet AEð 2 AEÞ, and count the number of each symbol of the alphabet appearing in the left and right contexts, respectively, of the maxmer occurrences. In this algorithm, the variable t mm is used to assess whether a '-interval is a maxmer or not. It takes the value true if there exist at least two occurrences having di®erent left context. The maxmer condition on the right context is always veri¯ed because the '-interval contains at least one elements that is not right extensible (see de¯nition of '-interval in A.5).
The functions (which has to be de¯ned according to the application) PRO-CESS SUPER, PROCESS LOCAL START, PROCESS NON NESTED OCC, PROCESS NESTED OCC, PROCESS LOCAL STOP, allow to post-process the identi¯ed and labeled maxmer.
